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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2008 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Visual C# 2008. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds upon the previous one, allowing you to learn the essentials of Visual C# from the ground up.
 

By the Way notes...
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Application Administrators Handbook: Installing, Updating and Troubleshooting SoftwareMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	An application administrator installs, updates, optimizes, debugs and otherwise maintains computer applications for an organization. In most cases, these applications have been licensed from a third party, but they may have been developed internally. Examples of application types include enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer resource...
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Maximizing Your Sales with Salesforce.comCourse Technology PTR, 2008
With more than 1,000,000 active users, Salesforce.com is the most widely used online CRM application worldwide. Targeted to busy sales professionals, Salesforce.com can be used to manage sales, accounts, contacts, correspondence, activities, and more. If you’re one of these busy sales professionals, you need an easy reference tool to maximize...
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HTML Professional ProjectsPremier Press, 2003
You’re standing in the bookstore, wondering what to think of all the computer
books, let alone all the books on HTML or Web design in general. Maybe you
are a seasoned IT professional without much Web experience, and you’re looking
for a no-nonsense, direct approach to a specific topic. Or perhaps your area of...
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New MarketingButterworth-Heinemann, 2002
The New Marketing presents a comprehensively revised blueprint for the marketing process developed by Malcolm McDonald and Hugh Wilson to address second-generation changes brought about by technological development and the associated 'information revolution'. Built around the leading concept of a value exchange with customers, it provides essential...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008
Announcing a fully revised second edition of this popular SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-536, a core exam for the MCTS and MCPD certifications. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed with the tools and features...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 4.0 Unleashed presents start-to-finish guidance for planning, customizing, deploying, integrating, and managing Dynamics CRM in your unique business and technical environment. Authored by two leading Microsoft Dynamics implementers, this book systematically explains how the system...
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Web Application Development with Yii 2 and PHPPackt Publishing, 2014

	Fast-track your web application development using the new generation Yii PHP framework


	About This Book

	
		Implement real-world web application features efficiently using the Yii development framework
	
		Each chapter provides micro-examples that build upon each other to create the final...
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Implementing SugarCRM 5.xPackt Publishing, 2010

	The book works from the SugarCRM basics right up to advanced features in a clear and friendly way. It follows a combination of theoretical discussions relating to varying business needs and the manner in which CRM technology can address them. By helping you clarify your business goals the book enables you to build a CRM system to support your...
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Social CRM For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Discover great ways to engage your customers through the social web


	Social CRM is an evolving tool to help you engage your customers, interact with them, and develop deeper relationships. This handy guide teaches you how to make the most of it, whether your business is a small shop or a large corporation. In a friendly,...
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Handbook of CRMRoutledge, 2005

	Customer Relationship Management is a holistic strategic approach to managing customer relationships to increase shareholder value, and this major Handbook of CRM gives complete coverage of the key concepts in this vital field.

	It is about achieving a total understanding of the concepts that underlie...
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Why CRM Doesn't Work: How to Win by Letting Customers Manage the RelationshipBloomberg Press, 2003
CRM was supposed to help businesses better understand their customers and increase efficiency. Yet most companies are not getting the return they expected. Is it possible to make your customers happy and, at the same time, improve ROI? Is there a practical, affordable way to get customers to tell you what they really want? 

In Why...
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